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Context

to meet the California RPS goals and beyond.

California has established aggressive Renewables
Portfolio Standards (RPS) goals to increase the fraction
of electricity generated from renewable energy
resources and to decrease greenhouse gas emissions.
Renewable generators will be integrated into the electric
grid at both the transmission and distribution levels, but
most are expected to connect to the transmission system
in locations remote from load centers and existing
transmission infrastructure, thus requiring transmission
extensions. Some of this renewable generation will
exhibit properties quite different from traditional
generation and loads, which pose special challenges for
providing timely adequate grid delivery capacity,
maintaining reliability, and avoiding economic
inefficiencies. Finally, power flow constraints through
transmission “gateways” into population centers must
be relieved before the electricity from renewables can
reach customers.

Three categories of new functions or capabilities
required defined the new technologies required: access
to the transmission system, accommodation of
renewable energy characteristics, and increased
transmission capacity. For each technology surveyed,
the new functions or capabilities that it could address
were identified, its current status, the technology gaps
needed to be filled and the research recommended to
advance the technology.

Meeting these challenges for the successful integration
of renewables into the electric delivery system will
require new or expanded capabilities for the grid. At
higher RPS levels, the conventional “build” solutions
alone will prove inadequate. New transmission
technologies offer the prospect of providing a
substantial portion of these new or expanded
capabilities.

Goals and Objectives
The goal of this project was to survey technology
research and development that could assist in the
integration of the renewable generation capacity
required to meet the renewables portfolio standard goals
of California. Particular attention was given to the 33%
penetration level targeted for 2020.
Specific objectives were to identify the technology gaps
and research required to close those gaps and to make
recommendations with regard to research in promising
areas of technology.

Description
This research linked technology development needs to
product development. The “products” were the new
technology systems or platforms which would be
deployed to enable the new transmission infrastructure
capable of integrating the renewable generation required

Key Results/Conclusions
A number of technologies were reviewed and needed
research identified. Those that offered the prospect of
meeting major objectives were recommended as high
priority:
For providing faster access to the grid, technologies
such as undergrounding that reduce the visual profile of
a transmission line or that help communicate the values
and costs of various alternatives, putting new
transmission additions in a new light.
To mitigate unique behaviors of renewables,
technologies such as wind forecasting; and energy
storage and intelligent agents that help buffer the
variable behavior.
For increasing the capacity of transmission pathways,
interties and gateways, technologies that (1) remove
operational reliability constraints, such as real-time
nomograms and power flow control devices; and (2)
allow for higher current density flows or voltages, such
as new transmission line materials or configuration
designs, including DC.
Finally, important across all three objectives are
technologies, such as probabilistic and statistical
analytics, for improved planning under growing
complexities and uncertainties.

Why It Matters
New technologies can be deployed in the transmission
system to endow it with expanded or new capabilities
that, at a minimum, will make renewable integration
easier and less costly, and ultimately at some higher
renewable penetration level, will most likely be required
to achieve California’s renewable energy goals.
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